Part III: the effect of the torso boundaries on the magnetocardiogram.
The magnetic field produced by a current dipole is made up of two parts: the field from the dipole element, and from the current generated by the dipole in the volume conductor. It was previously shown for the semi-infinite volume conductor, infinite slab, and the sphere that the volume-current contribution is zero to the component of magnetic field which is normal to the boundary. The volume conductor in the form of the human torso is here investigated by computer simulation. Three different heart-torso models are used. The contribution to the normal field component (Bn) by the volume current (via the boundaries) and by the heart dipoles are computed. For comparison, the boundary contribution to the surface potential (V) is also computed. For Bn the three models yield a ratio of boundary to dipole contribution in the same range, with 0.28 as the average. Simple subtractions can make this ratio negligible. For V the equivalent ratio is somewhat greater. The arrow map, developed previously to display Bn over special surfaces, is shown to be valid for the human torso, for visually estimating the heart dipoles.